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Climate Change Writing Competition 2022
PERSONAL NARRATIVE: How does the climate crisis impact you?

This November, the world’s leaders will gather in Egypt to address the urgent threat of
climate change. COP27 is the 27th international summit intended to unite the world against
the intensifying climate crisis—a crisis that, in the words of Egypt’s president, H.E. Abdel
Fattah el-Sisi, poses “an existential threat that we can only overcome through concerted
action and effective implementation.” Yet  COP conferences have been criticized for not
doing enough. Greta Thunberg called last year’s COP26 “A two week celebration of
business as usual and blah blah blah.” Indeed, it has been the world’s youth rather than its
politicians that have sounded the alarm. As the UN recognizes in no uncertain terms, “Young
people’s unprecedented mobilization around the world shows the massive power they
possess to hold decision-makers accountable. Their message is clear: the older generation
has failed, and it is the young who will pay in full — with their very futures.” This month, dear
writers, ahead of COP27, help us raise the voices of young people in this urgent fight. In a
piece of personal narrative, tell the world’s leaders gathering in Egypt how climate change
impacts you. How has this crisis changed your environment, your community, your sense of
the future? Storytelling, after all, plays a critical role in helping us grasp the emergency
through which we are all living, igniting empathy in readers and listeners—itself a precursor
to action.

Writing Form: Creative Nonfiction, Personal Narrative
Subject Areas: Creative Writing, Literature/English, Personal Development, Social Studies,
Environmental Studies, Science
Length: 600-1000 words
Opens: Monday, October 3
Drafts due for Expert Review: Monday, October 10
Submissions Due: Tuesday, October 18

TEACHING IDEAS and ACTIVITIES

Write and Discuss / Writing Warm-Up

Teacher’s Note: Try beginning class with this writing warm-up question, and follow with a short
discussion or opportunity to share written responses.

Rasheena Fountain, an environmental activist, author, and guest judge of our Environmental Writing
Competition in 2018, says, “I am from the belief that there is not one ‘nature...’”
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https://www.cop27.eg/#/
https://twitter.com/GretaThunberg/status/1456295342253740037?s=20&t=EIxyxCMBh1ZwYCiWZKGgUQ
https://twitter.com/GretaThunberg/status/1456295342253740037?s=20&t=EIxyxCMBh1ZwYCiWZKGgUQ
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/youth-in-action
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What does this statement mean to you? What is your story of nature? Of climate change? Of the
environment around you?

For further wisdom, writing advice, and resources, read our full interview with Rasheena Fountain
here.

Explore Climate/Environmental Issues

The Nature Conservancy offers a wealth of information on climate/environmental concerns and
conservation efforts by region of the world, and then by country within that region. Under the “About
Us” tab, click “Where we work” and locate your country within the list of options. If your home area is
not available, select another place that is important to you or of interest to you. The search feature
looks like this:

After selecting a climate/environmental issue of concern within your region, write a reflection on how
that climate/environmental issue impacts you—consider your relationship with the environment
around you, available or threatened resources, and what the future may hold for you and the climate.

Within this reflection, begin to consider how you could tell the story of this issue/concern. How is
your life and experience woven into this climate concern?

A Call to Reflection: Consider Your Relationship to Climate Change

To begin to frame the personal narrative you want to share, write a reflection on (or discuss with a
classmate) the following questions:

- How might you reexamine your personal choices or actions for the sake of the
environment and climate change?

- In what ways is climate change a larger issue than your individual choices, and what
emotions arise for you around that idea of magnitude?
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https://wtw-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/The+Write+the+World+Blog+%E2%80%94+Environmentalist+and+Activist+Rasheena+Fountain+on....pdf
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/
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- What personal observations of climate change are beginning to bubble to the surface
for you—or have already impacted your community in major ways? What local
environmental issue do you want to raise awareness about?

- What story can you tell? What information and emotional qualities in your writing will
inspire others to care—and then to act?

- How does the topic of climate change—or the particular aspect of the climate that is
of personal interest to you—affect you emotionally? How does it impact your
thoughts about the future for yourself, younger generations, other species and/or the
environment?

As an example of how environmentalists engage in their own reflective processes, consider the
words of Taylor Freesolo Rees, an American filmmaker, photographer, and storyteller, in this
interview (or see the Key Ideas listed below)

Key Ideas:

- Rees examines her personal choices in relation to their impact on the environment,
saying, “Air travel for my work is by far the worst. These are opportunities for
examination. Can I do something differently? Can I do what I need to with less
travel?”

- She also considers the importance of connecting with the people who are part of a
place, saying, “What we learned was a lot about the current situation that those
villagers were, and still are, going through. We had no idea about any of that before
the knowledge exchange evenings, sitting around a fire with a translator just openly
asking each other questions and sharing. We learned that while yes, a lot of these
village communities have over-harvested and over-hunted the wildlife of the jungle,
the recent government’s ban on hunting was done in such a way that was without
their inclusion and made it very difficult to adapt economically.”

- Finally, Rees discusses finding the larger story that a landscape tells, beyond
individual pieces of scientific data, saying, “ Now that I’m a storyteller, I look at a
landscape primarily for its story, for what it’s saying. And for its beauty. But I still seek
out and notice the intricate connections that make up an ecological system. For me
looking at the beauty of landscapes and seeing how life interacts within them is
fundamentally the same for science as it is for storytelling.”

Discuss: Why might reflection be an important part of activism?
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https://simonside.net/taylor-freesolo-rees/
https://simonside.net/taylor-freesolo-rees/
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Understanding Personal Narrative as a Form

While this competition focuses on personal narrative related to the environment—specifically, how
climate change has affected you—reading and discussing personal narratives on any topic can bring
you more familiarity with the form in general, preparing you to write. Here are a few sources to read
and consider:

1. “Picturing the Personal Essay: A Visual Guide” by Tim Bascom in Creative Nonfiction, issue
49

2. Winning entries from our 2021 Creative Nonfiction Competition
3. Creative Nonfiction in Write the World Review, our online journal
4. Writers on Earth: New Visions for Our Planet — our collection of environmental writing from

young writers at Write the World includes  exemplar personal narratives (along with
reflections, poems, illustrations, a reader’s guide, and a foreword by Elizabeth Kolbert,
Pulitzer-Prize winning author of The Sixth Extinction.)

Write Strong Opening Lines

One way to ground yourself, and your reader, in an essay is to give special attention to the opening
lines. How will those opening lines invite a reader to go on this journey with you? How will they set
the tone of the piece? Where (at which moment, with what detail) will the essay begin? We’ve
gathered some engaging opening lines from one of our previous Creative Nonfiction Competitions to
provide you with some examples. Once you know what your essay will be about, experiment with
writing several versions of opening lines for your essay. If you have trouble deciding which beginning
you like best, share your top two with a group of classmates and ask them to vote!

Draft Your Personal Narrative

What are the best practices for telling a story about climate change? The same as telling the best
fictional stories!

Essential storytelling techniques (point of view/perspective, dialogue, backstory, sequence of events,
description, compelling characters, and more…) help writers delve into an environmental issue—and
to convince readers to care. Begin to draft your own personal narrative, referring to the Competition
Brief for guidance, and keep these storytelling techniques in mind as you craft your piece.

Edit Your Personal Narrative
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https://creativenonfiction.org/writing/picturing-the-personal-essay-a-visual-guide/
https://wtw-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/The+Write+the+World+Blog+%E2%80%94+Creative+Nonfiction+Competition+Winners+Announced!.pdf
https://www.writetheworldreview.com/Themes/theme-topics/Creative-Nonfiction
https://www.amazon.com/Writers-Earth-Visions-Planet-Voices/dp/0997586729/ref=sr_1_1?crid=87C9SWGZ0CH1&keywords=writers+on+earth&qid=1578334864&sprefix=writers+on+ea%2Caps%2C152&sr=8-1
https://wtw-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/resources/attachments/000/001/125/f5aaac72a408b3a70c89d800c4d8f2c301331f8b/original/MY_DECEMBER__Beginnings.pdf?1569880064
https://writetheworld.com/competitions/upcoming
https://writetheworld.com/competitions/upcoming
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When asked if she has any tips for how writers should approach the editing process, WtW’s resident
Creative Nonfiction expert, Melissa De Silva, had this to say:

“I keep editing my work until I can say what I need to say with the least amount of words. Also, I try
to keep in mind what the reader knows, and doesn’t know. Often I’ve found I might have something
in my head, but it’s not on the page—where it needs to be! And my third tip, also related to the
reader, is to be as clear as possible. There’s no point in writing the most beautiful sentences if the
overall meaning of them is unclear to the reader. This is something I have to constantly work at in my
own writing.”

Your turn! Read through your essay looking for De Silva’s three editing techniques, concise wording,
important details, and clear writing, using the following exercises:

- concise wording: read your personal narrative aloud and see if hearing your own voice
illuminates places that could be cut or condensed. As an additional editing exercise, try to
rewrite a sentence or two in a few different ways. (Here’s an overview of clauses and
sentence structure for your reference!)

- important details: read through and highlight the details that you think are most important to
the story. In a separate notebook or document, do some side writing on one or two of the
important details. Do any additional ideas, descriptions, memories, or information come to
mind as you write about these details? Should any of this new information be included in the
personal narrative?

- clear writing: Ask a peer to read through your draft and highlight any places of confusion.
Does the confusion seem to be arising from the wording of a sentence, from your use of
punctuation (or lack of it), or around the events of the story itself? Consider how to address
each of these areas of confusion and always feel free to check back in with that peer or
another reader to see if your revisions added clarity!

Next, return to the beginning of your piece to see if you’re still happy with the opening lines—and
revise them if necessary. Sometimes the end of an essay can spur a new idea for the beginning.
Alternatively, there might be a way to conclude the essay in a manner that touches back to the
beginning—a technique known as “bookending.” Can you, for example, return to an image, question,
or scene from your opening paragraphs?
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https://wtw-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/The+Write+the+World+Blog+%E2%80%94+Author+Melissa+De+Silva+on+Writing+Creative....pdf
https://www.grammarly.com/blog/sentence-structure/

